An In-Depth Evaluation of Micro-Surfacing Treatment
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Abstract

Micro-surfacing since its formal introduction in 1980 has proved to be the number one treatment option for maintenance and preservation of pavements. This paper reviews the design and equipment practice, construction process, benefits, limitations and worldwide state of the practice of micro-surfacing. Two implemented project examples are also included to corroborate why micro-surfacing is a better preservation maintenance strategy. The general consensus from the literature is that micro-surfacing is a cost effective and eco-friendly treatment but more research needs to be done to validate and quantify the less environmental impacts and energy usage it offers unlike other treatments. Suggestions like standardization of the mixture design and whether rolling of the micro-surfacing surface adds value are future research topics that will greatly improve its effectiveness. It is my hope that through this review, more developing countries under strict budgetary constraints can take up this practice and enjoy the many benefits that micro-surfacing offers.
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1. Introduction

Micro-surfacing is one of the most flexible treatments available for the maintenance and preservation of roads. It is a mixture combination of well graded aggregates of the highest quality, polymer modified emulsion, water, mineral filler and other additives properly proportioned, mixed and laid on a pavement that is structurally sound [1, 2]. Unlike slurry seals, micro-surfacing treatments can be applied in thicker lifts or multiple lifts for rut filling and can cover the entire width of the roadway. This treatment can be as thin as 9.5 mm and as thick as 1.5 times the maximum aggregate size in the mixture [3]. Micro-surfacing was developed in Germany in the late 1960’s when German scientists started experimenting with emulsion and aggregate mixes so as to find a way of filling deep wheel ruts in thicker layers without destroying the expensive road markings in the autobahns. They discovered that if coarser aggregates were carefully selected and combined with emulsion containing polymers a resulting stable mix could resist deformation. Dr. Frederick Raschig formerly introduced micro-surfacing to the rest of the world in the 1980’s at the International Slurry Surfacing Association (ISSA) convention where he presented his slurry system called Ralumac [3, 4]. Owing to the fact that microsurfacing and slurry seals have similar ingredients, practitioners often refer to it as a “polymer modified slurry seal”. The main difference however is that slurry seals are applied in a monolayer and cures through a thermal process while microsurfacing always contains polymers, capable of being laid in multiple layers and cures quickly through a chemical reaction which allows the surface to be trafficked in a short time after application [4, 5]. Micro-surfacing is mostly used as a maintenance treatment because of its ability to correct defects such as rutting, improve surface friction, raveling, transverse and longitudinal cracks which are less than 5mm wide. It also helps to provide a surface cover thus protecting the underlying pavement from water ingress, oxidation and ageing. This consequently improves the functional
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characteristics of the pavement surface hence extending its service life [6, 7]. Micro-surfacing is a weather sensitive treatment, so as such it should be applied at ambient temperatures above 10°C (50°F), it should be applied if there is no forecast of freezing within 24 hours after laying of the mixture and when heavy rainfall is not eminent [8].

This article aims to put up a comprehensive in-depth analysis of micro-surfacing and to validate its use as a pavement preservation treatment. A brief history of micro-surfacing, common design and equipment practices, a description of construction process, benefits and limitations make up the main contents of this work. A first of its kind state of the practice in the biggest markets of the world is discussed clearly highlighting the directions that each agency is taking in improving the durability, versatility and performance of micro-surfacing. Two examples of already implemented projects are briefly discussed to further confirm the many benefits of micro-surfacing treatment.

Finally, a conclusion and suggestions on future research direction is given with the view of further enhancing the general acceptance of micro-surfacing as a preservation treatment even to agencies under strict environmental and budgetary restrictions.

2. Micro-Surfacing as a Pavement Preservation Maintenance Strategy

In a world where tight budgets are becoming the norm and the drive towards sustainability is the order of the day, it has become much more important to ensure that the existing roads last longer [9]. Studies have shown that preservation maintenance is strategy which is efficient and economical in the utilization of the scarce resources [10]. To validate the economic advantage of using micro-surfacing, a lot of life cycle cost analyses have been conducted in the last decade by agencies across the globe and it has been agreed that this strategy is the most cost effective and environmentally friendly strategy [10, 11]. Pavement preservation is a program that utilizes a long term strategy on a network level that augments the performance of the pavement by employing an integrated, cost effective set of practices that increase the pavement life, enhance safety and cater motorist demands [12]. The most important point to note is that in order to have a successful preservation program, a correct treatment needs to be applied before the road deteriorates to the point of rehabilitation. Figure 1 shows the relationship that a treatment has when applied at the optimal time to the overall pavement condition.

![Figure 1. Pavement condition vs. time/traffic](image)

Owing to its robustness and flexibility, micro-surfacing can be used as a preventive, routine and corrective maintenance strategy as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Micro-surfacing’s relationship to preservation guidelines [13]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pavement Preservation Guidelines</th>
<th>Micro-surfacing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Activity</td>
<td>Increase Capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Construction</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconstruction</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Rehabilitation</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Overlay</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Rehabilitation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive Maintenance</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine Maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrective (Reactive) Maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catastrophic Maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cost savings of having a pavement preservation program is illustrated by a study done by Galehouse et al. which showed that a $1 spent on pavement preservation at the right time can actually result in having cost savings of $6 in the future life cycle of the pavement [4, 12]. Figure 2 demonstrates the cost savings.

The use of micro-surfacing as a pavement preservation treatment has been widely validated in various literatures, a more recent study in China evaluated its performance using grey system models and grey rational degree theory. Over 5,375,000 data points including PCI, riding quality index (RDI), rut depth index (RDI) and skid resistance index (SRI) were collected, processed and analyzed. A new pavement quality index (PQI) model was developed and showed 5.7 to 11.9 years of service life of a micro-surfacing treatment but for this area considering the environmental and traffic conditions had 4.5 years of service life. This study further validated the use of micro-surfacing as a preservation tool by showing that both RQI and SRI values had a significant improvement even after 3 years of application. It also showed a reduction in RDI values and a relatively small pothole growth rate within 3 years of application [13].

2.1. Design Practices

The two basic design methods from which every agency worldwide bases there micro-surfacing designs are:


With the International Slurry Surfacing Association (ISSA) Design Method for Micro-surfacing A143 design guidelines being the most adopted methodology [3]. The six basics design steps are as follows:

1. Road selection and characterization,
2. Material selection; emulsion, aggregate, mineral filler, additives and water,
3. Developing a mix design commonly known as a job mix formula,
4. Laboratory evaluation of the job mix formula meeting the ISAA A143 standards,
5. Determination of optimum application rates, and

ISSA clearly specifies the standard requirements of all test methods and the main ingredient, aggregate type used in micro-surfacing. The aggregate should be a high quality 100% crushed, densely graded either of Type II (less coarse) or Type III (coarser). The main difference is that type II is mainly used in urban and residential streets and airport runways while type III is used on interstate/primary routes and for rut filling [3, 14].

2.2. Equipment Practices

Construction practices and procedures vary from country to country and are normally associated with local equipment availability. On a typical micro-surfacing project, envisage finding the following types of equipment;

- Micro-surfacing mixing machine,
- Mobile support units for material replenishing,
- Brooms (rotary and suction),
- Rollers, if required.

The two main types of micro-surfacing mixing machine are the continuous self-propelled and the truck mounted mixing machine, with the former being the most recommended as it minimizes the number of transverse construction joints [3, 15, 16].

2.3. Construction Processes

Rule of thumb dictates an outside temperature of 10°C and rising prior to micro-surfacing application on the pavement. Then the pavement should be swept clean of foreign material to avoid delamination, cracks should be sealed and filled. Road markings abraded to produce a rough surface, rubber from skid marks removed, all utility inlets covered with roofing felt. Pre wetting the surface by spraying water so as to dampen the surface is normally not the norm same as applying a tack coat but if required actual specifications should be adhered [8, 14]. The mixing machine shall be a continuous flow mixing unit capable of precisely delivering and proportioning the aggregate, emulsified asphalt, mineral filler, water and additives in to a double shafted mixer with revolving multi-blades that continuously discharges the mixed product [15, 16]. A schematic of a micro-surfacing machine is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Schematic of a micro-surfacing machine](image)

For a full lane width application, the mixture shall be agitated and spread uniformly in the spreader box with the adjustable rear seal serving as a final strike off. If the texture is not up to expectation, a secondary rubber strike off can be provided [16, 17]. When required to fill ruts, ruts that are less than 12.7 mm (1/2 inch) deep shall be covered by a full width scratch coat which uses steel rather than a rubber as a strike off to ensure proper leveling of the resulting
surface. For ruts deeper than 38 mm (1.5 inch), a rut box should be used and filled in multiple layers with a 24 hours waiting period in between lifts so that the surface cures under traffic loading [18, 19].

2.4. Benefits

The primary use of micro-surfacing is to fill ruts and re-establishing the transverse profile by filling cracks, sealing the surface and restoring the skid resistance with a service life of 5 to 7 years [2, 17, 20]. Garfa et al. in their study evaluated the effectiveness of micro-surfacing type III material in repairing the pavements rutting deformations. The results of the study showed that the longer the aging of the hot mix asphalt (HMA) pavement to be resurfaced by micro-surfacing is, the higher the rutting resistance will be. The caveat to achieving this is making sure the underlying HMA layer is well prepared to receive the micro-surfacing mix and that the application should never be done during the summer heat wave [21]. Micro-surfacing’s ability to restore surface friction was evaluated in a study in Whitby, Ontario were a pavement had an initial skid number of 28 and after the application of micro-surfacing the skid number increased to 52 [22]. Standards show a skid number above 40 is generally an acceptable value. Merited by its ability to be laid in thin lifts, micro-surfacing requires no adjustment of curbs, manholes, guardrails or bridge clearances. Georgia Department of Transportation (DOT) and Oklahoma DOT found great success with micro-surfacing in correcting smoothness, moderate flushing and bleeding and low tire noise on the final pavement [8, 17]. Unlike slurry seals, micro-surfacing is not associated with loose aggregates which can lead to breaking vehicle windshields hence limiting costly claims from road users after project completion. Due to its cold application, studies show not only improved worker safety but also reduced vehicular crash incidents as Tighe found positive safety effects including 54% crash reduction factors [22]. Owing to the fact that a polymer is a prerequisite in the design mix, micro-surfacing resists deformation better than other conventional seals. The modified polymer helps to resist movement at high temperatures and cracking at low temperatures [7, 23].

Micro-surfacing if applied correctly and before any structural deficiency on the pavement is the most cost effective and durable strategy. Studies in Canada validate the cost effectiveness as they found out that the initial construction costs were 53% lower compared to the mill and HMA overlay treatment, while in the USA, the life cycle cost was 28% lower than the mill and HMA overlay with ISSA reporting costs of $17600 per lane mile while mill and HMA overlay costing $50000 per lane mile [12, 24]. On account of minimal construction plant required on site and its cold application, micro-surfacing has few environmental emissions and less energy usage. Takamura et al. in his 2001 study also concluded that the environmental footprint in micro-surfacing is lower than other preventive measures [25]. A study done in Canada suggests that a 10 mm micro-surfacing road on a square meter basis was found to emit 80% less CO₂, 86% less NOₓ and 84% less SOₓ compared to the 50mm mill and overlay [24]. Micro-surfacing is considered a more “green” solution than other type of treatments earning the moniker of the best sustainable option on the market. Literature shows that it uses 40 to 86% less energy than a 50 mm mill and overlay treatment and also its less usage of the aggregate [24, 26]. To put numbers in to perspective, it was found that during the life cycle of micro-surfacing and HMA, 76% less aggregate was used in micro-surfacing compared to HMA while another study in the USA showed 150% less aggregate been used [26].

A similar recent study showed that incorporating recycled asphalt pavement (RAP) and recycled asphalt shingles (RAS) into the micro-surfacing mixture further helps in reducing the embodied primary energy and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions thereby solidifying why people call this treatment a “green” solution. These studies observed that any amount of RAP from 0 to 100% can be added to the mixture while the recommended amount of RAS to be added to the mixture is 17%. Furthermore 90% of RAP and 10% of RAS can be added to the micro-surfacing mixture while still be within the limits specified by ISSA guidelines [27, 28]. Micro-surfacing has a quick set time thereby allowing opening to traffic in 1 hour or less [3]. This aspect reduces user costs which comprise of Vehicle Operating Costs (VOC), Crash Costs and User Delay Costs even though more research is required to validate the claims [29]. In a world where people are more concerned with the aesthetic nature of pavements, a new type called pavements of color has gained attention especially in the European market. Micro-surfacing not only has good aesthetics because of the black surface texture it leaves on the road way but has showed that it is capable of producing colored mixtures with superior durability and performance compared to conventional mixes. This durability is achieved because of the ease of incorporating lower level bitumen residue while stabilizing the emulsion with nano-particles in micro-surfacing mixes [30].

2.5. Limitations

While providing the many benefits, micro-surfacing is not a cure all treatment. Numerous studies shows that it does not add any structural strength to the pavement unlike HMA overlay treatment, further analysis proves that it neither seals cracks nor prevent them from reappearing. Even though studies have shown that micro-surfacing is able to fill ruts and depressions, it is unable to level humps on the road [8]. It is therefore important to level all humps before application to avoid the reproduction of humps on the treatment surface. Labi et al. showed through their paper that micro-surfacing is effective under certain conditions. The effectiveness in the short term is generally influenced by climate, traffic loading and highway class while in the long term its effectiveness is limited by low freeze, traffic conditions and low pavement
class [6]. While this study seems to suggest that micro-surfacing is not ideal on high trafficked roads, other studies found that micro-surfacing treatments can last from 3 to 7 years on medium to high volume roads [17, 31]. The main limitation of micro-surfacing is the lack of a standardized mixture design procedures. A study done by Robati et al. on the repeatability and reproducibility of micro-surfacing mixture design shows that a gradation having a higher amount of 0-2.5mm aggregates quickly sets and has a high resistance to rutting mainly due to the high surface area reaction with the asphalt emulsion. The study further found out that the same gradation has a high resistance to moisture susceptibility, early rolling of traffic and short term aggregate loss. The major conclusion was a call on the update of the current mix design method by precisely controlling the gradation of micro-surfacing and the variation acceptance on each sieve should be tightened [32]. Nazirizad et al. in their laboratory investigation of materials type effects on the micro-surfacing mixture showed that mixes containing riverine aggregates were more cohesive than aggregates of mountainous origin in a cohesion test. In the wet track test, riverine aggregates were more resistant to abrasion loads than mountainous aggregates while in the loaded wheel test, riverine aggregate were found to be more susceptible to rutting than the mountainous types. The study also explored the effect of emulsion binder and found out that CQS-1h emulsion on the wet track test showed better adhesiveness against abrasion than the CSS-1h emulsion while in the loaded wheel test the CSS-1h binder had a better resistance to rutting than the CQS-1H emulsion. The take home point of the study is that good aggregate and asphalt emulsion compatibility is very important in the micro-surfacing mixture [33]. Another recent study conducted by Robati et al. on the evaluation of a modification of the current mix design procedure showed that; optimum asphalt emulsion residue in a mixture should be selected based on the maximum rutting resistance of the same mixture, a little more or less asphalt emulsion other than the specified optimum amount can lead to cohesion loss. They further pointed out that the amount of water in a micro-surfacing mixture was found to have a significant influence on the loaded wheel and wet track abrasion test results. This study echoed the same point Mohammad and Mahmoud made that compatibility between aggregates and asphalt emulsion play an important role in the micro-surfacing mixture design procedure and evaluation [33, 34]. Even though the current design practices shown in these studies provide pavements that have overall good performance, there is still need to validate and standardize the design procedures to show the various effects of the material combinations thereby enhancing the general acceptance of this technology to the highway community [35].

3. State of the practice

3.1. United States of America

Micro-surfacing was introduced in America in the 1980’s in Kansas as a pavement preservation tool. It is currently being utilized in more than 30 states and the level of implementation varies from state to state but the general conclusion is that micro-surfacing is a good preservation and maintenance tool with very few technical limitations [14]. Micro surfacing was initially marketed under the name of Macroseal by a Spanish firm Elsamex, today they have Polymac, Ralumac and Durapave on the US market [38]. There has been a steady growth and market shift from slurry seal to micro-surfacing with over 200 million square meters already paved. This shift has been because of the growing focus on skid correction on most roads and the fact that micro-surfacing provides a shift towards night work [14, 39]. Contractors in the USA are mostly assigned to design the mix with the caveat of providing a warranty while the respective agencies review and approve the final job mix formula [14]. Oklahoma DOT conducted a study on the long term evaluation of micro-surfacing and concluded that it can be a “green” alternative by using recycled waste products such as mine chat and fly ash thus making it a sustainable solution [8]. Recent studies call for a customized gradation requirement in order to combat cracking and rutting effectively and stresses the fact that project selection is critical to micro-surfacing success [35]. An example of one of a successful implemented micro-surfacing project is discussed below [36, 37];

- US 287 in Dallas District, Texas

Description:
- Miles four lane highway between south of FM 878 and south of BU 287R.
- Mix design was externally sourced but followed the ISSA A143 and ASTM 6372 design guidelines.
- 100% aggregate type III, 11% CSS-1P cationic polymer modified asphalt emulsion, 1% Portland cement as mineral filler, water of 9 to 11%.

Performance, Results and Observations:
- A good surface texture.
- Almost no cracks on the entire length.
- No rutting of the micro-surfacing pavement.
• There have been a total of 6 to 8 patched potholes on the entire length.
• There was a spot of softer binder left when paving thereby allowing minor bleeding and raveling.
• The beginning of the embankment showed significant distress mainly due to the settlement of fill which reflected through the micro-surfacing.
• The project service life was supposed to go up to 5/2011 but it was still performing well as of 5/2015.

Conclusions and Lessons Learned:
• This is an excellent example of a micro-surfacing project which has performed well over its entire service life.
• This project clearly shows the significance of having a structurally sound pavement as a candidate of micro-surfacing. This project reiterates what literature says of the importance of road selection and characterization for a successful micro-surfacing pavement.
• Proper care and workmanship is a prerequisite to having excellent micro-surfacing pavements as was clearly seen from the softer binder left on the pavement leading to bleeding and raveling. This shows that quality control and quality assurance (QC/QA) needs to be high on the agenda for a high quality micro-surfacing pavement.
• The project also highlighted the fact that micro-surfacing cannot correct structural deficiencies as was shown by the settlement of the embankment. All indicators of structural stability for a pavement earmarked for maintenance should be quantified and assessed to check the suitability of applying a micro-surfacing treatment.

3.2. Europe

Started in Germany in the 1970’s and later spread across Europe, micro-surfacing has been successfully used on autobahns for more than 30 years [4]. In Europe, micro-surfacing accounts for 100 million square meters of paved roads with France being the lead nation with over 40 million square meters, followed by Spain with 20 million square meters and Germany accounting for 6 million square meters [40]. Other notable key nations utilizing micro-surfacing are the United Kingdom and Italy with a growth market trend moving towards Eastern Europe. In 2015, France through Eiffege Infrastructure developed a new generation of micro-surfacing. This new technology uses an emulsion improved with paraffinic asphalt instead of the naphthenic bitumen previously used. In this new design they have clearly specified the specific values of the emulsion particle sizes to maximize the good cohesion buildup of the mix and minimize the impact of traffic. Since 2015, Eiffege Infrastructure has laid more than 800,000 square meters of this new design mix across France and hope to introduce it to the rest of Europe [40].

3.3. Canada

First introduced in the 1990’s, micro-surfacing has been successfully utilized on numerous highways and airports across the Atlantic and Western Canada. Roughly 3 million square meters of micro-surfacing is applied every year to improve skid resistance, correct the road profile and rutting with the goal of preserving and extending the pavement service life [15, 24, 41]. In Ontario, micro-surfacing has been successfully used to fill cracks on road centerlines, observed to produce less noise and found to increase intersections skid numbers [24]. To further enhance the benefits of micro-surfacing, specifications are evolving and improving and one such specification was published in 1995 under the Ontario Provincial Standard and Specifications (OPSS) 366. These new modifications includes provisions for multiple application types, tack coat application, modified gradation and a two year warranty to mitigate potential quality induced challenges by the short term micro-surfacing season due to the cold climate [42]. A micro-surfacing project example is discussed below [14, 22];

- York Region, Ontario, Canada

Description:
• 28 sites in the York region having an AADT ranging from 1000 to 7000 plus.
• Used a uniform job mix formula following ISSA A143 standards for the whole region.
• 100% aggregate type III, 11.5%±1% of CSS-1h cationic polymer modified asphalt emulsion, 2% Portland cement as mineral filler, water of 10%.
• The study compared HMA resurfacing with micro-surfacing on the impact on safety by restoration of the skid resistance.
• The study used accident rates before and after to test the hypothesis for a period of 4 years.

Performance, Results and Observations:
• Micro-surfacing had positive safety effects on localities having AADT≥3000 vehicles per lane.
• Micro-surfacing also demonstrated to having positive safety effects on areas with higher traffic volumes susceptible to one or any combination of the following conditions;
  ✓ Occurrence of wet or dry road surface conditions.
  ✓ Trend in severe crashes.
  ✓ Frequent intersection related crashes, and
  ✓ High occurrence of rear end crashes.

Conclusions and Lessons Learned:
• The study showed that micro-surfacing is particularly effective at reducing accidents. This is valuable to countries like Australia and New Zealand that include accident rates when choosing a preservation maintenance strategy to employ.
• Micro-surfacing can be used to enhance skid resistance in areas where reduced stopping time is important due to highway features. Highways and Freeways all over the world could benefit of micro-surfacing’s ability to enhance friction as these areas have unpredictable traffic were emergency stopping is inevitable.
• The study more importantly illustrated how decision making tools can be developed at the network level by integrating potential safety savings into the life cycle analysis.

3.4. China
Micro-surfacing was introduced in the 1990’s and has become the number one surface treatment on expressways and primary highways in China. It is estimated that around 50 million square meters are applied every year with over 100 million square meters applied in the peak year of 2010 [43]. BeijingDOT is trying to move away from the conventional design mixture of micro-surfacing, so it is researching on fiber enhanced mixtures with the view of delaying reflection of cracks and reducing the emission to almost zero fumes [44]. Another study was done on the usage of fiber micro-surfacing on interchanges and it found out that the skid resistance was greatly improved as the inclusion of fiber improves the braking potential of vehicles [45, 46].

3.5. South Africa
Micro-surfacing was introduced in 1982 when Petrocol obtained a license from Raschig, Germany to produce and lay Ralumac in Southern Africa. There has been some changes since its inception, in early 2000 Colas Southern Africa meaning Colmat™ and Colrut™ replaced Ralumac as the main micro-surfacing overlay and rut filling products respectively [47, 48]. Micro-surfacing has enjoyed wide use on most provincial roads as a rut filling and preservation treatment due to its cost effectiveness and good performance [19]. It is encouraging to see other African countries taking a leaf out of South Africa with Morocco being the latest to start using micro-surfacing on its pavements.

4. Conclusion
After a thorough review of literature, one aspect that stands out is that micro-surfacing is an effective tool for pavement preservation and maintenance. In a world where budget constraints and limitations to the construction industry is the norm, when taking into account its life cycle cost, micro-surfacing is the most cost effective treatment compared to other maintenance strategies. Even more important, micro-surfacing has the ability; to lower greenhouse gas emissions, has lower energy requirements and its less aggregate usage is a plus in this century where climate change is a trending topic. The benefits of micro-surfacing can further be enhanced by identifying additives that can improve the durability like the usage of fiber in the mixture, another research direction is to put to bed the matter of if rolling adds any type of value to the pavement surface. Furthermore additional research needs to be carried out to make micro-surfacing a nearly zero emission treatment by using sustainable ingredients and the need to incorporate waste materials like fly ash into the mixture. Lastly a standardized design mixture technology will further increase the general acceptance of micro-surfacing to the skeptics in the highway community. It is my belief that this paper will be a waking up call for developing countries to quickly adopt and incorporate micro-surfacing in its pavement preservation strategies.
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